
 In Search of Greatness   
A Community Virtual Screening, Discussion, and Fundraiser 

 
In Search Of Greatness is a groundbreaking documentary taking the viewer on an inspiring 
journey delving deeply into the foundations of greatness and the roles that creativity, 
innovation, and resilience have on learning. Director Gabe Polsky states: “The scope of the 
film resonates beyond the world of sport to realms of self-expression, psychology, 
philosophy, and human nature.” Our goal is to bring about positive change for the next 
generation of young students, athletes, and artists.   

SCREENING ~ DISCUSSION ~ FUNDRAISER 

By viewing In Search Of Greatness and then engaging in a facilitated discussion, members 
of schools, sports groups, and communities will recognize that what they desire for their 
students, children, and community are the same--they desire individuals who are successful 
in education and life; children who mature to become happy, healthy, independent, caring, 
and contributing adults in society; and a sports experience that serves and supports all its 
members. 
 
SCREENING: WHERE? and HOW? A private link to the film In Search Of Greatness (80 
minutes) will be provided on an asynchronous platform for people to view on their own time.  

 
WATCH TRAILER: https://www.insearchofgreatness.com/trailer/ 

  
DISCUSSION: EdLinks™ will facilitate a virtual LIVE community discussion on a specified 
date and time. The discussion will be moderated by members of the film team Sara 
Truebridge, Ed.D., Education Consultant to the film, and d’Alary Dalton, Ed.D., Sports-Based 
Youth Development Consultant and/or others. The discussion will focus on the many themes 
conveyed in the film:  

. . . how greatness is born from creativity. 

. . . the importance of embracing one’s originality. 

. . . that play is vital in nurturing mental and physical wellbeing in all. 

. . . understanding resilience is a process and failure can be positive. 
 

FUNDRAISER: Throughout the event, participants will have the opportunity to donate directly 
with 100% of the donations going to the hosting organization.  

 
For more information please contact Sara Truebridge, Ed.D. at sara@edlinks.com 
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